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Why choose CyberLink MediaShow 5?

One-click fixes to preserve videos & photos for generations
Smart workflow to tag & search faces in archived photos
Combine videos & photos to create memorable slideshows
Convert videos up to 10X faster for iTunes and portable players
Share your stories on Facebook, YouTube, and burn to disc

CyberLink MediaShow 5 is a fast and easy way to preserve and share your life's best
moments. One-click fixes, face tagging, uploading to Facebook and express video
conversion, are just some of the convenient features available for organizing and sharing your
photos and videos.

Key Features
 

One-Click Fixes 
MediaShow provides a range of tools to enhance your photos, photo slideshow, and videos
with just one click. Impress your friends by making sure your photos, photo slideshow, and
videos always look their best.

Memorable Slideshows
Combine video with your photo slideshow. New animated text and transition effects, plus easy-
to-apply templates, let you combine photos and videos to create unforgettable slideshows in
minutes.

Smart Face Tagging
Offering fast face detection with support for DirectX 11 DirectCompute, MediaShow 5
organizes photos by people. FaceMe™ technology identifies faces so you can tag your
collection in a faster and smarter way. Photo Face Tagging has never been so useful!

Automatic Sorting
Automatic grouping of photos plus smart suggestions for tagging make it fast and easy to
organize photos. MediaShow automatically organizes your photos and videos by date, too.

Speedy Video Conversion
Video conversion up to 10X faster, by leveraging the full power of your CPU and graphics
processor. MediaShow is optimized for 2010 Intel Core Family Processors, NVIDIA CUDA,
and ATI Stream technology.

Easy Video Editing 
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MediaShow provides easy tools for editing videos. Choose from one of 12 templates to create
a video theme, featuring music and effects, or manually trim your clip down to size in just a
few clicks.

Ways to Share Online 
Explore new ways to share your memories online. Upload tagged photos directly to
Facebook. Add to your image collection on Flickr. Broadcast yourself via YouTube.

Memories for Keeps 
Burn a disc of your favorite video or photo slideshow to play on your DVD player. Add a
navigation menu from your built-in library or download heaps more styles from
DirectorZone.com.

Media On the Go 
Output your photos, photo slideshow and videos to mobile devices like an iPhone, iPod, PSP
or Zune. Pre-set profiles eliminate the need for any complex settings.

System Requirements

Operating System

Microsoft Windows 7, Vista or XP (Windows XP Service Pack 2)
DirectX 9 or above

Screen Resolution

800 X 600, 1024 X 576, 16-bit color or above

CPU Processor

Intel Pentium D 3.0 GHz CPU with hyper-threading or equivalent AMD CPU is minimal
MPEG-2 HD Profiles: Pentium Core 2 Duo E6400 or Athlon 64 X2 5000+ and above
CyberLink MediaShow 5 is optimized for CPU with MMX/SSE/SSE2/3DNow!/3DNow!
Extension/HyperThreading/Dual Core technology

Memory

1 GB is required (2 GB above recommended for editing HD videos)

Hard Disk Space

1 GB required
10 GB (20 GB recommended) for DVD production

VGA

Minimum Intel 945 GM and above
Minimum Nvidia Geforce 6600 and above
Minimum ATI X1600 and above
64MB-VRAM and above
Some animation effects may be turned off or degraded for lower-end graphics system

Burner Device
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A DVD burner (DVD+R/RW or DVD-R/RW) is required to burn DVD content
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